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IntRoductIon  
fRom the heAd of school

In what was an eventful year for the school 
of chemistry, Professor Ken Ghiggino’s 
term as head of school concluded as 2010 
began.  Ken’s 12 years as head of school 
saw the introduction of many new initiatives 
including the Victorian Institute of chemical 
sciences, the Bio21 Institute and major 
refurbishments of the masson Building. 
these changes transformed our research 
and teaching infrastructure and, together 
with the changes in our courses brought 
about by the introduction of the melbourne 
model, have provided chemistry at 
melbourne with many new opportunities. 
Ken’s tenure as head has been marked 
by many achievements and he remains a 
greatly valued member of the academic 
staff. thank you Ken for your outstanding 
service and leadership – the school is 
deeply grateful.

the year began with a lecture by nobel 
laureate, Ada Yonath, who inspired all with 
her successes and passion for research. 
Research continues to be a strength of 
the school. We performed strongly in 
Australian Research council (ARc) grants 
with eight new successful discovery 
Project grants (including Australian 
Professorial fellowships to franz Grieser 
and evan Bieske), and two ARc linkage 
Infrastructure equipment funding awards 
and two national health and medical 
Research council project grants. A 
prestigious ARc laureate fellowship was 
awarded to Paul mulvaney. the school 
consistently rates amongst the most 
successful in the nation for category 1 
competitive research grant funding. 

Additional large grants for 2010 included 
a Victorian science Agenda strategic 
Project fund award of $5m for ‘large Area 
Printed electronic materials: solar cells 
for life’, and a $1.76m dollar grant from 
Victoria’s sustainable energy Research and 
development fund matched by a $1.76m 
dollar grant from the Australian solar 
Institute (AsI) to develop new materials. In 
addition, Wallace Wong was awarded an 
AsI Post doctoral Research fellowship.

the school hosts the ARc centre of 
excellence for ‘free Radical chemistry and 
Biotechnology’ directed by Professor carl 
schiesser and participates in two other 
ARc centres. Associate Professor spas 
Kolev is a lead investigator in the Victorian 
centre for Aquatic Pollution Identification 
and management.  funding for two new 
initiatives, ‘university Analytical services 
unit’ and ‘Bioconjugations for chemical 
Biology’, was also awarded in 2010.

Researchers in the school received 

recognition for research excellence in 
2010. Among the awards received are: the 
RAcI Burrows medal to Professor tony 
Wedd, the Birch medal to Professor mark 
Rizzacasa, the Rennie memorial medal 
to dr Paul donnelly, the Biota Award to dr 
spencer Williams, the cs Piper Award to 
dr damien callahan; a Victoria fellowship 
to dr michelle ma; and the JAfIA Award 
to Associate Professor spas Kolev. staff 
achievement was also recognized by a 
Vice-chancellor’s Award for outstanding 
contribution to ms sioe see Volaric.

Building renovations continued in 2010. 
the level 2 teaching laboratories and the 
Resonance lab were completed in time for 
the commencement of the 2010 teaching 
year. Graduates from the 1960s visited 
the school in August and toured the new 
laboratories, which replaced those used by 
our alumni. funding was secured and work 
started on the level 3 teaching laboratories, 
which will be in use for semester 1, 2011. 

new third year subjects were introduced in 
2010 and the first of our new msc students 
graduated. Phd enrolments are strong with 
an extremely gratifying 27 Phd completions 
in 2010. the chemistry outreach Program 
has been a huge success. In a landmark 
milestone for the school, mr mick moylan 
presented chemistry to our 100,000th 
school student. the school continues 
to perform well in teaching, research 
and engagement in 2010 and I thank all 
members of the school for their support. 
2011 promises to be a busy year as we 
start work on new research laboratories 
on level 3 in the east Wing and prepare 
to celebrate the International Year of 
chemistry.

professor frances Separovic 

Professor Frances Separovic, Head of School
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trevor Alexander smith 
Jonathan michael White  
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Paul donnelly
uta Wille
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ARC Federation Fellows and 
Professors
Paul mulvaney
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Rachel caruso
John Gehman

ARC Australian Postdoctoral 
Fellow
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Fellows
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hung si Vo
huabin Wang
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Janage chandrapala
Viktoras dryza
James hickey
liisa hirvonen
Irving liaw
michelle ma
dana morgan
lachlan mcKimmie
tich lam nguyen
marta Redrado notivoli
tim Quach
christine schieber
James Ward
Alex Wu
su Wan Yap
Yanlin Zhang

Honorary Appointments
Emeritus Professors 
donald William cameron
francis Patrick larkins

Professorial Fellows
Robert cattrall
Roger francis martin
Richard Robson
John Wade
Robert oliver Watts

Principal Fellows
Ronald cooper
William david mcfadyen
Peter mctigue
Geoffrey scollary
Peter James thistlethwaite
Peter tregloan
charles Young

Senior Fellows
Robert craig
donald neil furlong
Valda may mcRae
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Richard david harcourt
Akhter hossain
John lambert
suzanne Reichman
denis scanlon
Gerard Wilson

Visitors
dr tobias Bender, Phillips-universitat, 
marburg, Germany
dr Jose Gonzalez Garcia, university of 
Alicante, spain
dr shigehiro Kagaya, university of toyama, 
Japan
dr tilman lechel, freie universitat Berlin, 
Germany
dr laura micheli, university of Rome, Italy
Associate Professor matthew Paige, 
university of saskatchewan, canada
Professor Peter seeberger, max-Planck 
Institute for colloids and surfaces, 
Germany
Professor Will skene, university of 
montreal, canada
dr hermin sulistyarti, university of 
Brawijaya, Indonesia
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margaret Anderson
marino Artuso
Renee Beale
Vicki Burley
christine callahan
monalisa d’souza
fran dynan
Gregory ellis
Jed fraser
Robert Gable
les Gamel
sue hickey
Ross lineham
Brendan mangan
Richard mathys
Bryan mcGowan
Alf meilak
elizabeth mills
Peter mills
John nuske
des odgers
charlie Penman
lachlan Pollock
marg Ross (Business manager)
craig sanders
Jennifer scott
doug taylor
Joe tyler
sioe see Volaric

stAff 
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light-sensitive ink to power 
households
new research led by the school of 
chemistry, university of melbourne, 
may provide a solution to Australia’s 
environment friendly energy dilemma. 

racI awards to members of the 
School
hearty congratulations to the following 
members of the school who received the 
following awards at the Royal Australian 
chemical Institute (RAcI) Award night on 
12 november:

•  dr Paul donnelly, the Rennie memorial 
medal

•  dr spencer Williams, co-winner of the 
Biota Award for medicinal chemistry

•  dr Paul donnelly, the Rennie memorial 
medal

•  Andrew tilley, the Jim o’donnell 
International travel Award

•  Joey Yeo, the masson memorial 
scholarship Prize

•  dr damien callahan, the c.s. Piper 
Award

paul mulvaney, australian 
laureate fellow
congratulations to Professor Paul 
mulvaney, school of chemistry, on award 
of a prestigious ARc laureate fellowship. 
Paul’s project area is entitled ‘molecular 
Plasmonics: from single electrons to 
Quantum catalysis and optical logic 
Gates’. Paul was previously an ARc 
federation fellow in the school.  
Well done Paul!

vice-chancellor’s award for 
outstanding contribution 
awarded to Sioe See volaric
congratulations to sioe see Volaric who 
received a Vice-chancellor’s Award for 
outstanding contribution for outstanding 
service and client focus. 

printing Solar cells: a 
manufacturing propositions for 
victoria funded by Serd 2 and 
aSI
A consortium led by Andrew holmes, david 
Jones and Ken Ghiggino from chemistry 
was awarded $1.76m as a seRd 2 project 
by the Victorian Government dPI and an 
additional $1.76m by the Australian solar 
Institute.

vSa Strategic project fund 
awards $5m for large area 
printed electronic materials: 
Solar cells for life
A new generation of cheaper, lighter, 
printed solar cells could soon be a 
reality thanks to a $5 million grant from 
the Victoria’s science Agenda strategic 
Project fund awarded to Professor Andrew 
holmes, dr david Jones and Professor Ken 
Ghiggino.

Researchers from the university of 
melbourne, csIRo and monash university, 
have teamed up with industry partners 
including Bluescope steel, securency 
International, Innovia films and Robert 
Bosch south east Asia to form the Victorian 
organic solar cell consortium (VIcosc). 
the $5 million grant is matched by a 
cash investment of $5 million from the 
consortium partners for a total project value 
of $10 million.

the consortium has developed a printable 
light-sensitive ink that can convert sunlight 
into energy, potentially opening the door 
to inexpensive, mass produced solar 
panel manufacturing. this project will test 
the efficiency and durability of the new 
generation organic solar cell ink and make 
the technology commercially available by 
developing large scale print runs to deliver 
more efficient, longer lasting devices.

new initiatives from Sre funding
the school has been successful in funding 
of two projects for a total of $290k of sRe 
Implementation funds:

Rob lamb and spas Kolev: “university 
Analytical services unit”, and

spencer Williams, Paul donnelly and Paul 
mulvaney: “Bioconjugations for chemical 
Biology” also received funding.

victoria fellowship awarded to 
michelle ma & matthew hill
congratulations to dr michelle ma, post-
doctoral research fellow in the donnelly 
group, who was awarded a prestigious 
Victoria fellowship at Government house 
on 13 sep 2010. michelle will be working at 

st thomas’s hospital and Kings college 
london using some of her compounds 
in cancer research. dr matthew hill, a 
honorary fellow in the school, was also an 
awardee. matthew will visit the university 
of minnesota to do further work on metal 
organic frameworks.

Wallace Wong awarded aSI post 
doctoral research fellowship
congratulations to dr Wallace Wong from 
the holmes lab who has been awarded a 
prestigious post-doctoral fellowship from 
the Australian solar Institute (AsI). the AsI 
is a $150 m commitment by the Australian 
Government to support the development 
of photovoltaic and solar thermal 
technologies in Australia.

ecr grants to lioe and Sani
congratulations to dr hadi lioe and dr 
marc-Antoine sani on their success in 
the university ecR grant awards. hadi’s 
grant is for ‘disease-relevant biological 
complexes studied using nanoelectrospray 
mass spectrometry (nes ms)’ and marco’s 
is for ‘the role of the mitochondrial lipid 
cardiolipin in Alzheimer disease’.

grant to hadi lioe
congratulations to dr hadi lioe who was 
awarded a grant from the AnZ trustees 
medical Research & technology in Victoria 
— the William Buckland foundation. 
hadi’s application was entitled “A 
complementary method to study disease 
related protein complexes”.

david jones awarded funding for 
printed polymer electrodes
congratulations to david Jones, holmes 
Group in the school of chemistry based 
at the Institute who was awarded funding 
via the Australian Academy of science 
Australia-Germany Researcher mobility. 
david is the Australian lead Project 
manager for the collaborative research 
project ‘Printed polymer electrodes for 
applications in flexible electronics’ with a 
German team led by Project manager dr 
Alexander colsmann from the Karlsruhe 
Institute of technology.

arc awards for 2011
members of the school were awarded 
over $3m in discovery grants in this year’s 
ARc awards. the following staff were 
successful applicants: muthupandian 
Ashokkumar, stephen Best, evan Bieske, 
colette Boskovic, Rachel caruso, 
michelle Gee, franz Grieser, craig hutton, 
George Khairallah, Richard o’hair, mark 
Rizzacasa and frances separovic. In 

neWs
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addition, evan Bieske and franz Grieser 
were both awarded Australian Professorial 
fellowships, a ‘remarkable feat’.

arc lIef grants to mulvaney and 
Separovic
congratulations to Prof Paul mulvaney 
and collaborators who were awarded 
$366,384 toward ‘the Victorian integrated 
plasmonics facility’.

congratulations also to Prof frances 
separovic and colleagues who were 
awarded $600,000 for ‘Advanced 
characterisation of materials by nuclear 
magnetic resonance’.

augustine doronila receives 
crawford fund training award
dr Augustine doronila, from the Kolev lab 
in chemistry, received support from the 
crawford fund to hold a training Workshop 
on ‘Phytoremediation technology for 
effective post-mining closure strategies’ to 
be held in the Philippines. the crawford 
fund’s mission is to increase Australia’s 
engagement in international agricultural 
research, development and education for 
the benefit of developing countries and 
Australia.

Spas kolev leads team 
conducting research on novel 
chemistries
congratulations to Assoc. Prof. spas Kolev 
who in the newly launched Victorian centre 
for Aquatic Pollution Identification and 
management (cAPIm), will lead a team 
conducting research on novel chemistries: 
Analytical methods and Probes.

george khairallah receives 
academy of Science International 
Science linkages grant
congratulations to dr George Khairallah, 
from the school of chemistry was awarded 
a grant to undertake important international 
collaborative research under the 
International science linkages — science 
Academies Program 2010. 

2010 vanderbilt mobility 
research grant to john gehman 
and hadi lioe
congratulations to dr John Gehman and 
dr hadi lioe who were announced as the 
winners of the 2010 Vanderbilt mobility 
Research Grants.

burrows medal for tony Wedd
the Inorganic Award of the RAcI, the 
Burrows medal, was presented to tony 
Wedd as part of the 39th International 

conference on coordination chemistry 
in Adelaide from 25th to 30th July 2010. 
the Award is based on consideration of 
candidates’ scientific work published in the  
past 10 years, together with other evidence 
of standing in the international community.

birch medal for mark rizzacasa
congratulations to Professor mark 
Rizzacasa on Award of the Birch medal for 
2010. the A.J. Birch medal is the premier 
award of the organic division of the Royal 
Australian chemical Institute. mark will 
present the Birch lecture at RAcI 2010 
convention in melbourne 4-8 July 2010.

jafIa award for Spas kolev
congratulations to spas Kolev who was 
announced as the recipient of the fIA 
Award by the Japanese Association for 
flow Injection Analysis President, tadao 
sakai. the award is in recognition of his 
outstanding contribution to the fIA/sIA 
research field.

dulux award to tim connell
congratulations to timothy connell who 
was this week chosen as the winner of the 
2010 dulux Australia Award.

linda chan wins young 
Investigator award in kyoto
congratulations to linda chan, Phd 
student with Prof John Wade and frances 
separovic, who received a Young 
Investigator Award at the International 
Peptide meeting (5th IPs) held in Kyoto 4-9 
december 2010.

poster prize for caruso group
congratulations to Phd student maryline 
chee Kimling for receiving a Best Poster 
Award at the International sol-Gel society 
summer school, held in clermont ferrand, 
france. maryline’s poster detailed her work 
on the synthesis of porous metal oxide 
beads using alginate as a template.

award for Wedd group member
congratulations to lee Xin chong, a Phd 
student in the Wedd group, who was 
awarded the best oral presentation award 
at the 9th annual melbourne Protein Group 
student symposium on 22nd July 2010 at 
la trobe university.

poster prize for  
lachlan mckimmie
congratulations to dr lachlan mcKimmie 
from the smith group who was the winner 
of the best poster presentation at the 6th 
Asian Photochemistry conference held in 
Wellington, new Zealand.

publications from the advanced 
porous materials group:
•  a “hot Article” in the Journal of materials 

chemistry (Xingdong Wang),

•  a manuscript in the top 10 most 
accessed articles from Acs nano 
during the third quarter of 2010 (dehong 
chen, fuzhi huang and collaborators), 
and

•  a manuscript in the top 10 most 
accessed articles from chemistry of 
materials during the third quarter of 2010 
(Glenna drisko and collaborators).

angewandte chemie paper for 
boskovic group
Research from colette Boskovic’s group 
has been featured in a recent article in 
Angewandte chemie entitled “terbium 
Polyoxometalate organic complexes: 
correlation of structure with luminescence 
Properties” (Angew. chemie. Int. ed. 2010, 
49, 7702-7705). the paper describes the 
synthesis, structure and photophysical 
investigation of some luminescent hybrid 
polyoxometalates. 

chem communications cover for 
donnelly group
Research from sin chun lim and Brett 
Paterson from Paul donnelly’s research 
group featured on the cover of chemical 
communications, issue 30, 2010. the 
research describes a new molecular agent 
that has the potential to assist in the non-
invasive diagnostic imaging of Alzheimer’s 
disease.

front cover in european journal 
of Inorganic chemistry for young 
group
Research by charles Young’s group has 
featured on the cover of Issue 21 of the 
european Journal of Inorganic chemistry. 
the research was performed by Phd 
students Victor ng and lyndal hill, postdoc 
dr michelle taylor and colleague Jonathan 
White.

angewandte chemie papers for 
robson-abrahams group
Research from the Robson-Abrahams 
group has been featured in recent 
Angewandte chemie papers. the first 
paper, designated a “hot-paper” by the 
editors, reports a novel li-based ionic 
network that is able to sorb hydrogen 
(Angew. chem. Int. ed. 2010, 49, 1087) 
while the second paper describes some 
tetrahedral cages which formed part 
of nick fitzGerald’s Phd work (Angew. 
chem. Int. ed. 2010, 49, 2896). A third 

neWs
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paper representing a collaboration 
between Prof. Jian-Ping lang’s group from 
suzhou university in china and Brendan 
Abrahams (Angew. chem. Int. ed. 2010, 
49, 4767) reports the results of a photo-
induced single crystal-to-single crystal 
transformation in which new covalent 
bonds are formed.

front cover article in crystal 
growth and design for mSc 
student robert elliott
Robert elliott, a masters student in the 
Robson-Abrahams group has had his 
research work, along with work undertaken 
by dr tim hudson, featured, on the front 
cover of the July issue of the American 
chemical society journal, crystal Growth 
and design. 

melbourne chemistry research 
on wine highlighted
Research by Ghiggino group postdoctoral 
fellow daniel dias was highlighted in 
the June issue of the Grape and Wine 
Research development corporation’s 
newsletter ‘R&d@Work’. 

chem. commun. front cover 
article for ghiggino group
Research of Prof. Ghiggino’s 
photochemistry group was featured 
on the front cover of the Royal society 
of chemistry journal, chemical 
communications (chem. commun., 2010, 
46, 4881). the work describes the unusual 
melt induced fluorescence from a simple 
naphthalene diimide derivative.

jacS article for caruso group
members of the Advanced Porous 
materials Group, dehong chen, lu cao 
and Rachel caruso, published an article 
in the Journal of the American chemical 
society: synthesis of monodisperse 
mesoporous titania beads with controllable 
diameter, high surface areas, and variable 
pore diameters (14-23 nm), J. Am. chem. 
soc. 2010, 132(12), 4438-4444.

nature chemical biology article 
for Williams group
dr Zoran dinev from the Williams group, as 
part of a major international collaboration 
with Prof Gideon davies (university of 
York), Prof harry Gilbert (university of 
Georgia), dr nicola smith (newcastle 
university) and dr Aloysius siriwardena 
(cnRs-france), have published an article 
in nature chemical Biology (2010, 6, 125-
132), profiling a range of enzymes common 
to gut bacteria. the 3d structures of the 
several glycoside hydrolases, in complex 

with an inhibitor prepared in the Williams 
group, provide insight into the specificity, 
mechanism and conformational itinerary 
of catalysis and add to our growing 
understanding of our bacterial symbionts 
and the complexities of human digestion.

jacS article for Wedd group
the full story behind the image that 
appeared in the school Annual Report 
2008, by dr Zhiguang Xiao and Phd 
students Karrera djoko and lee Xin 
chong from the Wedd group, has been 
published in J. Am. chem. soc. the article 
documents how an enzyme containing 
catalytic (nutrient) copper is involved 
specifically in resistance against excess 
toxic copper.

the Science of Sausages
An article by mick moylan, chemistry 
outreach fellow was featured in the 
Age melbourne magazine on friday 26th 
november. 

free radical
see article in lifescientist (nov/dec 2010, 
pp24-26). dr uta Wille bridges the gap 
between chemistry and biology and is 
bringing her unique insight to bear on the 
role played by free radicals in damaging 
dnA.

free radicals and health 
educational initiative 
congratulations to dr Renee Beale, 
who was received a Vice-chancellor’s 
engagement Award on 1 october 2010 for 
the free Radical centre’s educational video 
project with Aquinas college and Quit 
Victoria.

chief Scientists’ visit
the chief scientists of Australia, Victoria 
and Western Australia visited the school 
of chemistry on 2 december 2010 to learn 
more about the photovoltaic project from 
dr david Jones.

chemistry and art conservation
Prof. carl schiesser and dr stephen Best, 
researchers from the school of chemistry 
are involved in art conservation. their work 
is discussed in the melbourne Voice. 

our chemical cultural heritage: 
hartung (1893-1979)
during the time of ernst Johannes 
hartung, the dream of a new purpose-built 
building for chemistry at the university 
of melbourne was realised. see third and 
final article on the history of chemistry at 
melbourne by Petronela nel in sep issue of 
chemistry in Australia pp. 30-32. 

history of chemistry at 
melbourne
the may issue of chemistry in Australia (pp 
27-28) had an article about our ‘chemical 
cultural heritage: masson & Rivett (1858-
1961)’ by Petronela nel

organic photovoltaic research 
on cover of c&en
the front cover of chemistry and 
engineering news (c&en) 23 Aug 2010 
shows scott Watkins through a transparent 
organic photovoltaic film. the cover story 
on ‘Power from Plastics’ includes interviews 
with david Jones and Wallace Wong from 
the holmes group. c&en reaches over 
161,000 primary subscribers. 

generating and transforming 
new Industries — printable Solar 
cells
Work from the holmes group and one 
of our former Phd students, Georgia 
mccluskey, on new polymers for solar cells 
featured in csIRo news. 

bringing Science to life
the free Radical chemistry centre in the 
school of chemistry hosted 24 students 
from Aquinas college over four weeks 
to explore the environmental and health 
impacts, as well as the productive uses, of 
free radicals.

using plants to clean up 
contaminated water, soil
dr Augustine doronila from the Kolev 
group is featured in a full page article in 
the Philippine daily Inquirer (18/7/2010), 
the widest distribution broadsheet english 
language newspaper in the Philippines. 
the feature in ‘talk of the town’ is on 
phytoremediation, environmental chemistry 
and the announcement of a new nickel 
hyperaccumulator in the Philippines and 
encapsulates some of the concepts of 

neWs

Chief Scientist of Australia
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Augustine’s research and developmental 
work. 

chemistry in australia interviews 
frances Separovic
In recognition of her processional 
commitment and research excellence, 
frances separovic received the Robertson 
Award at the december 2009 meeting of 
the Australian society for Biophysics in 
Ballarat.

School of chemistry researchers 
present at the 39th International 
conference on coordination 
chemistry 
Researchers from the school of chemistry 
were well represented at the recent 39th 
International conference on coordination 
chemistry held in Adelaide, 25-29 July 
2010.

Professor tony Wedd was an invited 
plenary lecturer and presented with 
the Burrows medal in recognition of his 
published research in the past 10 years 
and other evidence of standing in the 
international community. dr Paul donnelly 
was invited to present a keynote lecture 
and drs colette Boskovic, evan moore 
and michelle ma were selected to give 
oral presentations highlighting their 
recent research. Phd student sin chun 
lim (donnelly group) delivered an oral 
presentation as a finalist in the stranks 
Award (for best postgraduate student 
presentation). Gojko Buncic (donnelly/
Wedd group) received an award for the 
best poster presentation.

fresh Scientists 2010
congratulations to two of our alumni 
who are amongst this year’s fresh 
scientists: Jacek Jasieniak, csIRo 
molecular and health technologies 
and colin scholes, cRc for Greenhouse 
Gas technologies. 

chemistry graduate gets 
academy award
the Australian Academy of science 
has awarded the prestigious 2010 
Academy medal to alumnus and science 
communicator Peter Pockley.

obituary for professor emeritus 
tom o’donnell
obituary published in the Age newspaper 
on 7 may 2010. 

a/prof Spas kolev joins editorial 
board of talanta
congratulations to Associate Professor 
spas Kolev who joined the editorial Board 
of talanta (elsevier).

dr Stephen best joins editorial 
board of radiation physics & 
chemistry 
congratulations to dr stephen Best, who 
has joined the editorial Board of Radiation 
Physics and chemistry as Associate editor. 

professor richard o’hair invited 
to become assoc. editor for 
jaSmS
congratulations to Richard o’hair who 
was invited to become the first southern 
hemisphere Associate editor of the leading 
mass spectrometry journal, the Journal 
of the American mass spectrometry 
society. Richard was also included on the 
cover of the Journal of the American mass 
spectrometry society for being one of 
the top contributors. he is included with a 
distinguished group of scientists and is the 
only Australian scientist to have made  
this list.

professor ken ghiggino awarded 
the 2010 royal Society of 
chemistry (rSc) australasian 
lectureship
congratulations to Ken Ghiggino who 
was awarded the 2010 Royal society of 
chemistry (Rsc) Australasian lectureship.

taking chemistry to our 
100,000th Student
the chemistry outreach Program brought 
one of our active and engaging chemistry 
activities to our 100,000th school student. 
the program reaches across Victoria 
aiming to inspire students from Prep to Year 
12 towards careers in the sciences, and 
show students exciting areas of chemistry.

our activities give students the opportunity 
to measure the saltiness of soy sauce, the 
amount of caffeine in their soft drink or 
the properties of rare elements. students 

also see explosions, sparks and have an 
educational excuse to break objects.

more information about the program is 
available here.

lecture by nobel laureate: “the 
amazing ribosome”
Professor Ada Yonath, from the Weizmann 
Institute of science in Rehovot and 
2009 nobel Prize winner for chemistry, 
presented a seminar at the school of 
chemistry, university of melbourne. more 
than 300 people attended the lecture. Ada 
shared the prize with two other protein 
crystallographers, V. Ramakrishan (mRc 
cambridge) and t. steitz (Yale university), 
for having showed what the ribosome looks 
like and how it functions at the atomic level. 
Ribosomes are the components of cells 
that make proteins from amino acids. Ada 
is the first woman to become a chemistry 
nobel laureate since 1964.

Professor Ada Yonath

Peter Pockley

neWs
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Chemistry Postgraduate Society
President: Keith White

secretary: steven Barrow

treasurer: Julia Baldauf

General committee members: christian Potzner, Joe Varga, sarah 
Jaber, nick Kirkwood and Jessica holmes.

presidents report
the cPs plays a vital role in keeping a social pulse in the chemistry 
department, this year the terrific efforts of the committee members 
were rewarded with the trivia night, annual dinner (held in china 
town) and cup day + welcome BBQ’s all being successful events 
attracting attendances of over sixty. the recent addition of semi 
regular, social drink nights have also been an excellent chance for 
the split Bio21 and main campus chemists to often mix and will 
continue in a monthly format in the next year.

In efforts to enhance attendances, participation costs were kept 
low and a small profit was made at the trivia night, the dinner and 
social drinks nights were mostly self sufficient. the BBQ’s were 
particularly draining on funds, but the costs were more than made 
up for by the heartening attendances. due to a fiscally successful 
year previously no GsA funding was required this time around, but 
will be necessary for future functions to be held. 

the chemistry department has approximately 90 postgraduate 
students as well as scores of professional and academic staff, 
these numbers are encouraging for the cPs to keep the social 
culture alive. 

 

socIetIes

From left to right: Jessica Holmes, Christian Potzner, Keith White, Julia Baldauf, 
Steven Barrow, Joe Varga

Melbourne University 
Chemical Society
President: Assoc Prof craig hutton

secretary: Assoc Prof Rachel A. caruso

treasurer: dr George Khairallah

student Representatives:   

Gary Beane

tim Benton

mohammad haskali

lilian hor

nicole Rijs

ellie Yoo

the 2010 lecture series featured 10 
presentations, given by high profile 
Australian and overseas guest speakers. 
these presentations covered many 
different aspects of chemistry. We thank 
fB Rice and co Patent and trade mark 
Attorneys, the Australian Journal of 
chemistry, the Royal Australian chemical 
Institute and lastek for their generous 
support.

MUCS Seminar Series
coordinator: Rachel caruso

march 17
Professor henning hopf, technical 
university Braunschweig, Germany

Interactions between functional Groups: 
lessons from cyclophanes

march 24
Professor Peter seeberger, max Planck 
Institute of colloids and Interfaces, 
Germany

carbohydrate-based Vaccines

may 26
Professor stephan förster, university of 
hamburg, Germany

Why “nano” in nanocomposites?

june 16
Professor neil Greenham, cambridge 
university, uK lastek lecture

Polymer solar cells — materials, 
nanostructures and Printing

august 4
Professor Jennifer martin, university of 
Queensland lady masson lecture

Where do new medicines come from?

September 8
Professor Peter sadler,  university of 
Warwick, uK  2010 selby fellow

organometallic anticancer complexes

october 6
dr Ian Grey, csIRo minerals d. R. stranks 
memorial lecture

Photoelectrochemical water splitting — a 
‘holy grail’ of chemistry

october 27
dr maree collis, lethbridge Wines G. I. 
feutrill memorial lecture

the chemistry of traditional and technical 
Winemaking

november 24
dr Peter Pockley, science Writer & 
Broadcaster Aust J chem lecture

chemistry and olympic Games forge an 
unusual career in science

december 8
AGm, Assoc Prof craig hutton President’s 
Address

Puzzling peptides: a personal perspective
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major refurbishment of the chemistry building continued in 
2010 as part of the ongoing redevelopment plan approved by 
the university.  early in the year the new second level teaching 
laboratories were completed and made available to students. this 
new area includes a multimedia Room and substantial student 
laboratory bench space with modern fume-hood extraction.  the 
refurbished area also contains dedicated laboratories for analytical 
instrumentation including a resonance laboratory that houses the 
school’s new nmR, ePR and mass spectrometry instruments. 
offices and preparation areas for the teaching laboratory staff are 
also included.  

funding was made available to undertake the third level teaching 
laboratory refurbishments and these were completed by the end of 
the year. this area includes a student write-up ‘lounge’, synthetic 
laboratory benches and instrument rooms. this stage completes 
the teaching laboratory refurbishments on the three floors of 
the chemistry West building. funding has also been approved 
to move forward in 2011 with renovations of the chemistry east 
Wing third level synthetic research laboratories and construct the 
screens that will cover the external fume-hood extraction ducts.

chemIstRY BuIldInG RedeVeloPment

Photo’s courtesy of S2F Pty Ltd
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2010 PRIZes

AWARD DetAIlS ReCIpIent

1st YeAR PRIZes

dwight prize in 1st year chemistry

Awarded to an outstanding student in 
1st Year chemistry going on to major in 
chemistry.

Brendan Ashley 
Backhouse 

exhIbItIon prIZe In 1St year 
chemIStry

Awarded to the student achieving the 
highest results in first year chemistry. does 
not have to be majoring in chemistry.

denyse Xinhui 
Khor

2nd YeAR PRIZes

c.a. taylor ScholarShIp — 
chemIStry

conditions: Awarded to an outstanding 
second year student who intends to major in 
chemistry.

merinda healey

the huntSman auStralIa prIZe

Awarded to a second year student 
proceeding to a major in chemistry in 3rd 
year.

merinda healey

3Rd YeAR PRIZes

j.S. anderSon prIZe

conditions: Awarded to the student enrolled 
in the honours Year of a science degree 
who is majoring in chemistry and who 
displays the greatest potential for research.

thomas charles 
Whitwell 

dulux auStralIa prIZe In 
chemIStry

conditions: the prize is awarded annually 
to a chemistry student who has completed 
a 3rd year of the B.sc. course and who is 
enrolled in the B.sc. (honours) course in the 
sections of organic or Physical chemistry. 

timothy connell

fred Walker ScholarShIp

conditions: Awarded to a 3rd year student 
for a 4th year of study in chemistry in 
preparation for a master of science. 

 michael leeming

jameS cumIng memorIal 
ScholarShIp (major & minor)

2 scholarships (major & minor) were 
established for the study of chemistry in its 
higher branches and to enable students to 
continue their studies after completion owf 
the degree of Bachelor of science

Awarded to the top and second top faculty 
honours score of those students going 
into straight Chemistry Honours

Major:
Kimberley mclean

Minor:
thomas charles 
Whitwell

Michael Leeming

Tom Whitwell
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PostGRAduAte PRIZe

the monIca elIZabeth reum 
memorIal prIZe

A donation was made in 1998 by family, 
friends and colleagues in memory of dr 
monica elizabeth Reum.

conditions: Awarded to a person who 
submits for assessment an outstanding Phd 
thesis in an area of organic chemistry. the 
prize consists of a substantial monograph on 
some aspect of organic chemistry, with an 
inscribed book-plate and the remainder of 
the available income in cash.

sara Kyne

thomaS healy aWard Benjamin cao
lisa smith
lee Xin  chong

2010 PRIZes

AWARD DetAIlS ReCIpIent

4th YeAR PRIZes

the huntSman auStralIa aWard 
for reSearch excellence

conditions: Awarded to students entering 
a postgraduate course in the school of 
chemistry and who have demonstrated 
excellent research potential in their 
honours/masters/PGdip year.  

Best research mark 

Zalhie hakki

kernot reSearch ScholarShIp

open to candidates who have completed 
the Bsc honours course.

timothy connell

the Stanley harvey prIZe

John henry harvey made a bequest to 
award the stanley harvey Prize each year

this Prize is awarded to the winner of the 
Professor Kernot scholarship  

timothy connell

Dixon ReseaRCH sCHolaRsHip

Awarded on the basis of fourth year honours 
results to a student continuing on to a 
higher degree.

Aaron Brown

RonalD RiseBoRoUGH pRiZe

A donation was made in 1959 by students 
and staff of chemistry and from mrs f. 
Riseborough to perpetuate the memory of 
Ronald Riseborough. 

conditions: the Prize is awarded for the 
best fourth year research report in Applied 
chemistry.

Joey Yeo

Zalihe Hakki

Spencer Williams
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chemIstRY outReAch PRoGRAm

the outreach Program took real-life chemistry activities to the 
schools of more than 20,000 Prep – Year 12 students in 2010, 
engaging these students in chemistry and supporting their 
teachers with interesting, curriculum relevant activities and 
professional development sessions.

our ‘labs in a Box’ program of portable, self–contained kit 
of instruments and materials for senior secondary chemistry 
continues to grow and attract funding. the kits, which allow 
teachers in rural and remote locations to run hi-tech, curriculum 
relevant activities in their classrooms, will continue to expand 
thanks to a successful grant application to the collier fund.

We also increased the amount of chemistry we did with the 
general public, and particular highlights were the chocolate 
chemistry program from Bean to Bar which we ran for shoppers 
at the Queen Victoria market during national science Week, and 
repeated at the Questacon science museum in canberra as part 
of their christmas celebrations. Participants tasted and learned 
about some of the important chemical species in cocoa and 
chocolate and the important chemical steps in the chocolate-
making process. our thanks go to chocolatiers at William Angliss 
Institute of tAfe for making truffles with us at the market and also 
to national science Week for funding.

for an older audience, we have developed Radical Wine which 
we took to the Queensland museum in Brisbane and also to 
Questacon to take people through a wine “tasting and testing”. the 
events were supported by wineries from south east Queensland 
and the canberra regions who offered tastings of their product. 
We offered a chance to measure some of the differences between 
wine varieties and look at their chemical composition. thanks 
to the ARc centre of excellence for free Radical chemistry and 
Biotechnology for co-developing and presenting these activities.

our outreach activities show students a mixture of new research, 
fundamental chemical principles and the chemistry of everyday 
life. We hold these activities on the university of melbourne 
campus and at schools throughout Victoria. In 2010, amongst 
other events, we hosted the programs listed below.

Chemistry Olympiad Training Program 
2010
the olympiad training Program was held 5.30 -7.30 pm on 
tuesdays. the 12 week program aims to introduce high-achieving, 
interested Year 11 chemistry students to material that would 
enable them to sit for the national Qualifying examination for 
the chemistry olympiad. the prestigious olympiad program is 
highly selective. of 1500 Australian students who undertake the 
examination in late August throughout Australia, about 35 will 
be selected for an intensive chemistry course for three weeks in 
January 2011 and then just 4 students will be chosen to represent 
Australia in the chemistry olympiad during 2011.

A total of 25 students were registered and most attended each 
week with occasional absences due to school commitments. the 
student evaluations indicated that participants found the lectures 
most helpful in introducing them to university life and methods of 
learning, as well as preparing them for Year 12 chemistry and the 
national Qualifying examination for the chemistry olympiad.

the students came from a variety of schools in melbourne, 
including Government, catholic and Independent, for a modest fee 
of $330 for 24 hours of direct tuition as well as indirect assistance 
via homework, solutions and chemcAl.

Associate Professor david mcfadyen and Penny commons 
present this program annually.

Mick Moylan explaining the states of matter, as drawn by Edward 
from Grade 1 at St Albans East Primary School
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CEA November Chemistry Lectures 2010
the chemistry education Association, in conjunction with 
the school of chemistry, university of melbourne, present an 
in-service day of interest to chemistry teachers each year in 
november. the morning lectures highlight some exciting recent 
developments and applications of chemistry. the afternoon 
workshops are practical laboratory activities that have direct links 
to the classroom.

the 2010 november lectures were fully booked and from the 
feedback it was clearly a great success. 98 people registered 
and all enjoyed three lectures during the morning session coving 
the latest research in chemistry, with titles of total synthesis: 
constructing nature’s molecules; computers and chemistry: 
engaging ways to explore our chemical world; and catalysis in 
Green chemistry. these lectures provided stimulating stories and 
anecdotes for teachers to use when introducing topics during 
their Vce chemistry classes. they enable students to see where a 
degree majoring in chemistry will lead. 

during the afternoon session, teachers attended an interactive/
practical activity workshop for a two hour session. teachers 
had selected this workshop from a list of four activities that were 
offered. these sessions were chosen to enhance and extend 
teachers’ knowledge in areas that relate directly to the classroom. 
Reports from each of these sessions indicated that teachers were 
provided with useful and stimulating material both for the  
extension of their knowledge as well as ideas that will be of use  
in future lessons. 

Demonstrating at Melbourne Schools

chemIstRY outReAch PRoGRAm
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honours and Phd alumni who graduated between 1960 and 1969 
were back on campus in August for a Reunion. there was lively 
conversation over lunch as they shared memories, exchanged 
stories of their lives since graduation and reconnected with past 
staff of the school. during the lunch, Australian Research fellow 
Rachel caruso gave a short presentation on new technologies she 
is developing with csIRo that will be applied in fuel generation, 
energy conversion and environmental remediation.

following the lunch, most alumni took a tour of the new 
laboratories and teaching spaces in the chemistry building with 
the head, Professor frances separovic and immediate past head, 
Professor Ken Ghiggino. And of course, there was the obligatory 
visit to the masson theatre.

more information on the chemistry Alumni functions can be 
obtained from the sites listed below:

http://www.chemistry.unimelb.edu.au/community/
Alumnifunction2010.html

http://www.unimelb.edu.au/alumni/

http://alumni.online.unimelb.edu.au/s/1182/start.aspx?sid=1182&gi
d=1&pgid=61&cid=160

AlumnI functIon 2010
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FirST YEAr
director: spencer Williams

610-150   chemistry for Biomedicine   
   spencer Williams

610-171   fundamentals of chemistry   
   spencer Williams

610-101   chemistry 1  
   spencer Williams

chem10004   chemistry 2           
   spencer Williams

SECONd YEAr
director: stephen Best

610-283   Reactions and synthesis   
   stephen Best

chem20011 environmental chemistry    
   spas Kolev

chem20019 Practical chemistry     
   muthupandian Ashokkumar

chem20020 structure and Properties   
   stephen Best

THird YEAr
director: uta Wille

610-352   Advanced Practical chemistry   
   trevor smith

610-353   Reactivity and mechanism   
   uta Wille

610-360   Analytical and environmental chemistry  
   spas Kolev 

chem30013 chemical Research Project   
   Ken Ghiggino

chem30014 specialised topics in chemistry B  
   uta Wille 

chem30017 specialised topics in chemistry A  
   uta Wille

HigHEr YEArS
610-400    honours      
   craig hutton 
610-500    masters      
   craig hutton

suBJects

Mr Alf Meilak
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Quality of Teaching scores
the Quality of teaching survey provides feedback from 
undergraduate and postgraduate coursework students on their 
perceptions of the quality of teaching and learning experience for 
each subject in which they are enrolled.

this graph also shows results for undergraduate breadth subjects.

the student feedback Questionnaire has been used throughout 
the university since 1994 with little variation in the questions over 
the period.

surveys are mandatory in all ‘taught’ subjects in all semesters. 
students are asked whether they strongly agree (5); agree (4); 
agree nor disagree (3); disagree (2); or strongly disagree (1) with 
the following statements.

1. I had a clear idea of what was expected of me in this subject.

2. this subject was well taught.

3. this subject was intellectually stimulating.

4. I received helpful feedback on how I was going in my subject.

5. In this subject, teaching staff showed an interest in the academic  
needs of the students.

6. I felt part of a group of students and staff committed to learning    
in this subject.

7. there was effective use of computer-based teaching materials in 
this subject.

8. Web-based materials for this subject were helpful.

9. overall satisfaction with the quality of the learning experience in 
this subject.

KeY teAchInG And leARnInG 
stAtIstIcs

As: Australian subsidised students

os: overseas full-fee students

hdR (As): higher degree Research/Australian subsidised students

hdR (of): higher degree Research/overseas full-free students

uG (Af): undergraduate/Australian full-free students

uG (of): undergraduate/overseas full-free students

uG (As): undergraduate/Australian subsidised students

*eftsl refers to effective full-time student loan

e
f

ts
l

research completions by year Teaching Load
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adam robert brotchie
Acoustic cavitation in dual frequency 
ultrasound fields

benjamin Isaiah martin cebon
studies towards the biomimetic total 
synthesis of dihydrooxepin-containing 
epipolythiodiketopiperazine natural 
products

nikko yik on chan
nano-assembly of light emitting polymer 
films

Quentin Isaac churches
synthesis of highly functionalised amino 
acids

glenna lynn drisko
template synthesis and surface 
modification of metal oxides

john thomas feutrill
Asymmetric total synthesis of crocacins 
A-d

nicholas john fitzgerald
supramolecular assemblies from catechol-
based ligands

joel francis hooper
studies towards the synthesis of the 
eunicellins

Woan mei kok
synthesis of covalently linked Aß- peptide 
dimers: a possible neurotoxic species?

Sara helen kyne
understanding intramolecular radical 
chemistry:  acyl and alkoxycarbonyl radical 
cyclisation reactions

emma elizabeth lees
Preparation and characterisation of 
biocompatible semiconductor nanocrystals

barbara tsz yam li
synthetic studies towards the synthesis of 
celogentin c

jiufu lim
Brownian rotary motors and linear 
microfluidics

michelle therese ma
coordination of transition metals to 
peptides: (i) Ruthenium and palladium 
metal clips that induce pentapeptides to 
be alpha-helical in water; (ii) synthesis of 
peptides incorporating a cage amine ligand 
for chelation of copper radioisotopes.

nathan Wesley mcgill
synthesis of oligogalactosides related 
to arabinogalactan proteins:  the use of 
2,6-disubstituted benzoates as stereo 
directing neighbouring groups

voula mitsakos
Inhibitors of dihydrodipicolinate synthase:  
search for a new class of antibacterial 
agents

Zubaidah ningsih
the interaction kinetics of a melittin 
derivative with a phospholipid membrane

chengxue Qin
Investigation of the mechanism of the 
cardioprotective effect of flavonols

Ina Sambor
Radicals masquerading as electrophiles:  
exploring frontier orbital interactions in free 
radical reactions

fazel Shabanpoor
design and development of novel 
analogues of the human insulin-relaxin 
superfamily members, insulin-like peptide 3 
and relaxin-3

maree kathleen Staples
tandem homolytic addition/substitution 
chemistry for the synthesis of selenium-
containing heterocycles

kristine joy Wei mei tan
thiyl radical reactions with alkynes in the 
absence and presence of oxygen

boon mian teo
ultrasonic polymer synthesis

Sammi ghebremedhin tsegay
total synthesis of citrafungin A

xingdong Wang
the synthesis of noble metal/tio2 
composites via templating techniques 
and application of the composites in 
photocatalysis reactions

Su Wan yap
synthesis and biological analysis of 
targeted flavonols for the prevention of 
reperfusion injury

Shinn dee yeoh
Application of structural correlation 
principles to Wagner-meerwein 
rearrangement of nopinol and Beckmann 
rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime 
derivatives

matthias Zimmerman
molecular characterisation of novel copper 
and zinc transporters

ReseARch hIGheR deGRee student 
comPletIons
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the school performed strongly in ARc grants with 8 new 
successful ARc discovery Project grants (including 2 Australian 
Professorial fellowships), 2 nhmRc Project grants and 2 ARc lIef 
equipment infrastructure applications. An ARc laureate fellowship 
was awarded to Paul mulvaney. heRdc totalled over $7.8m in 
2010.

further large grant funding included a VsA strategic Project fund 
award of $5m for ‘large Area Printed electronic materials: solar 
cells for life’, and $1.76m dollar grant from Victoria’s sustainable 
energy Research and development fund matched with another 
$1.76m dollar grant from the Australian solar Institute (AsI) to 
develop new materials. In addition, Wallace Wong was awarded an 
AsI Post doctoral Research fellowship.

the school hosts the ARc centre of excellence for ‘free Radical 
chemistry and Biotechnology’ directed by carl schiesser 
and participates in 2 other ARc centres. spas Kolev is a cI 
in the Victorian centre for Aquatic Pollution Identification and 
management.  funding for sRe initiatives: ‘university Analytical 
services unit’ and ‘Bioconjugations for chemical Biology’ was also 
awarded in 2010.

new ARc projects commencing in 2010 include:

assoc prof evan j bieske et al.  
laser facility for ultra-sensitive molecular 
characterization

dr rachel caruso    
engineered materials for future energy technologies

dr linda feketeova   
formation, structure and chemistry of non-covalent 
complexes of biomolecules via mass spectrometry

dr john gehman   
maximizing solid state nuclear magnetic 
resonance (nmr) with maximum entropy.

prof andrew holmes et al.   
Synthesis of phosphatidylinositol and inositol 
polyphosphate derivatives to probe key signaling 
proteins associated with cell growth and cancer

prof andrew holmes et al.   
advanced ultrasonic spray deposition system for 
large area solar cells fabrication

dr george khairallah   
catalytic currency: the role of size-reactivity 
relationships of simple and mixed ‘coinage’ metal 
clusters in c-c bond forming reactions

assoc prof Spas d kolev et al.  
phytoextraction approaches for  mitigating heavy 
metal release from unlined and loosely capped rural 
landfills

prof paul mulvaney   
repulsive van der Waals forces and brownian 
ratchet motors: manipulating thermal and quantum 
fluctuations

prof anthony g Wedd   
chemistry of the transport of nutrient copper in 
biological cells

assoc prof jonathan White   
Small molecule x-ray molecular structure 
elucidation facility

dr Spencer Williams   
mannosyl transfer processes in leishmania and 
mycobacteria 
Quality of our researchers is recognized by awards for research 
excellence including: RAcI Burrows medal to tony Wedd, Birch 
medal to mark Rizzacasa, Rennie memorial medal to Paul 
donnelly, Biota Award to spencer Williams, cs Piper Award to 
damien callahan; Victoria fellowship to michelle ma; JAfIA Award 
for spas Kolev.

Interdisciplinary research initiatives in 2010 as targeted future 
research priorities are: (1) characterisation of Advanced materials 
coupled with environmental/analytical sciences; and (2) chemical 
Biology. the ARc centre of excellence for free Radical chemistry 
and Biotechnology, led by the university of melbourne and with 
Professor carl schiesser as director, aims to strengthen Australia’s 
formidable position in the field of free Radical chemistry. housed 
in state-of-the-art laboratories in the Bio21 molecular science and 
Biotechnology Institute and in the department of Pharmacology, 
the centre will expand the frontiers of free radical chemistry and 
biotechnology, and develop advanced materials and technologies 
for building and transforming industry.

ReseARch fundInG foR 2010
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the ARc centre of excellence for free 
Radical chemistry and Biotechnology was 
established in 2005 through the award of 
an Australian Research council grant worth 
some $12 million over five years. At the 
beginning of 2009, the centre was awarded 
a further $9.8 million to continue its ground-
breaking free radical research. the centre 
is a collaborative venture between the 
university of melbourne, the Australian 
national university, the university of 
sydney (incorporating the heart Research 
Institute), monash university (incorporating 
the monash Institute of Pharmaceutical 
sciences), the Queensland university 
of technology and the university of 
Wollongong. 

the centre is home to over 160 
researchers, drawing together a unique 
grouping of fundamental chemists, 
medicinal chemists, biochemists, biologists 
and materials scientists dedicated to the 
understanding and application of free 
radical chemistry.

organisations that are affiliated with the 
centre include: Bluescope steel, dulux 
Australia, PPG Industries Australia Pty 
ltd, the centre for cultural materials 
conservation, the environmental 
Biotechnology co-operative Research 
centre, csIRo, with international partners 
that include the Rudjer Boskovic Institute 
(croatia) and osaka Prefecture university 
(Japan).

during 2010 the centre hosted 33 
international visitors, while centre 
personnel presented at conferences on179 
occasions, while 8 media releases saw 511 
articles in the popular press highlighting 
centre research activities.

ARc centRe of eXcellence foR 
fRee RAdIcAl chemIstRY And 
BIotechnoloGY
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Assoc Prof muthupandian Ashokkumar march 4th International Gcoe (Global centre of excellence)-
chem6 symposium for emergence of new molecular 
chemistry

tokyo, Japan

may 12th meeting of the european society of sonochemistry chania, Greece

June World classical tamil conference coimbatore, India

August dairy ultrasonics Workshop 2010 Werribee, VIc

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

Assoc Prof evan Bieske July 2010 RAcI national convention melbourne, VIc

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

dr colette Boskovic september International conference on coordination chemistry Adelaide, sA

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

Assoc Prof Rachel caruso may csIRo Advanced materials Workshop 2010 melbourne, VIc

may Australia-china symposium on nanomaterials for clean 
energy

Brisbane, Qld

July 2010 RAcI national convention melbourne, VIc

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

mrs Penny commons february Vce chemistry conference melbourne, VIc

november chemistry education Association november 
lectures 

melbourne, VIc

dr Paul donnelly July 39th International conference on coordination chemistry 
Iccc39

Adelaide, sA

september free Radical spring carnival 2010 melbourne, VIc

november Australian Academy of science Boden conference for 
‘metals in Biological systems’ 2010 

canberra, Act

dr linda feketeova January XVII symposium on Atomic, cluster and surface Physics 
(sAsP XVII)

obergurgl, Austria

July 7th International conference on Radiation damage in 
Biomolecular systems (RAdAm 2010)

madrid, spain

July 10th european conference on Atoms molecules and Photons 
(ecAmP 2010)

salamanca, spain

August 240th American chemical society national meeting Boston, united 
states

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

dr John Gehman August XXIVth International conference on magnetic Resonance 
in Biological systems (IcmRBs)

cairns, Qld

november 34th Australian society for Biophysics meteing Adelaide, sA

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

Professor Ken Ghiggino July 2010 RAcI national convention melbourne, VIc

July XXIII IuPAc symposium on Photochemistry ferrara, Italy

november 6th Asian Photochemistry conference Wellington, new 
Zealand

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

 

confeRences
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dr catrin Goeschen June euchem 2010 conference on organic free Radicals Bologna, Italy

Professor franz Grieser march RscI Rideal lecture london united Kingdom

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

dr Richard harcourt April Association of molecular modellers of Australia melbourne, VIc

dr liisa hirvonen April RAcI Biophysical chemistry Workshop Adelaide, sA

July XXIII IuPAc symposium on Photochemistry ferrara, Italy

July microscience 2010 london, united 
Kingdom

november 6th Asian Photochemistry conference Wellington, new 
Zealand

Professor Andrew holmes february ta-shue chou memorial lecturer, Academica sinica 
taipei

taiwan Roc

may Robert Robinson lectures oxford, united 
Kingdom

April mRs spring meeting san francisco united states

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

dr Yvonne Kavanagh June euchem 2010 conference on organic free Radicals Bologna, Italy

dr George Khairallah may 58th American society for mass spectrometryconference utah, united 
states

August 240th American chemical society national meeting Boston, united 
states

september life science meeting Innsbruck Igls, Austria

september dalton discussions 12 conference durham, united 
Kingdom

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

Assoc Prof spas Kolev february emerging trends in separation science and technology 
2010

Kalpakkam, India

April 16th International conference on flow Injection Analysis 
and Related techniques

Pattaya, thailand

July 2010 RAcI national convention melbourne, VIc

July 5th International conference on Ion exchange (IcIe 2010) melbourne, VIc

July fIA & Analytical conference 2010 sunshine coast, 
Qld

september 3rd oxford Water and membranes Research event oxford, united 
Kingdom

november 6th conference of the Aseanian membrane society & 
7th International membrane science and technology 
conference

sydney, nsW

december 18th RAcI R&d topics conference hobart, tAs

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

dr elizabeth Krenske August 240th American chemical society national meeting Boston, united 
states

Professor Robert lamb April faraday discussions 146 Richmond, united 
states

June nsf summer school on nanoscale science of Biological 
Interfaces/IcmR

santa Barbara, 
california

 

confeRences
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Professor Robert lamb June seAcoAt summer school university of heidelberg 
(euf7framework/marie curie summer school)

heidelberg, 
Germany

July 2010 RAcI national convention melbourne, VIc

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

dr hadi lioe february 35th lorne conference on Protein structure and 
function 

lorne, VIc

dr lachlan mcKimmie november 6th Asian Photochemistry conference Wellington, new 
Zealand

dr evan moore July XXIII IuPAc symposium on Photochemistry ferrara, Italy

september International conference on coordination chemistry Adelaide, sA

september International conference on luminescence of 
lanthanides

odessa, ukraine

mr mick moylan february Vce chemistry conference melbourne, VIc

July 2010 RAcI national convention melbourne, VIc

november chemistry education Association november lectures melbourne, VIc

Professor Paul mulvaney April nanax4 nanoscience with nanocrystals lake starnberg, 
Germany

April Bioplasmonics Ascona switzerland

June Royal society meeting on metallic metamaterials and 
Plasmonics Buckinghamshire

united Kingdom

July 2010 RAcI national convention melbourne, VIc

August 4th Korea-Japan forum fukuoka, Japan

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

Professor Richard o’hair march uom Inorganic/Analytical chemistry seminar melbourne, VIc

may 58th American society for mass spectrometry (Asms) 
conference

utah, united 
states

June Invited lectures: using Gas Phase models to study 
complexity

lyon & Paris, 
france

september life science meeting Innsbruck Igls, Austria

Professor mark Rizzacasa July 5th heron conference on Reactive Intermediates and 
unusual molecules (heRon 5)

heron Island, 
Queensland

Gordon conference on natural Products new hampshire, 
usA

August 18th IuPAc International conference on organic 
synthesis

Bergen, norway

dr marc-Antoine sani August 2010 XXIVth International conference on magnetic 
Resonance in Biological systems (IcmRBs)

cairns, Qld

november 34th Australian society for Biophysics meeting Adelaide, sA

Professor carl schiesser June euchem 2010 conference on organic free Radicals Bologna, Italy

november 19th Annual conference  society for free Radical 
Research- Asutralasia

Akaroa, new 
Zealand

Professor frances separovic february 54th Biophysical society meeting san francisco, 
united states

April RAcI Biophysical chemistry Workshop Adelaide, sA

April 455th We heraeus seminar: Biophysics of membrane-
Active Peptides

Bad honnef, 
Germany

July WWmR 2010: World Wide magnetic Resonance 
conference

florence, Italy

 

confeRences
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Professor frances separovic (cont.) August AmP 2010: Australia-croatia Workshop on Antimicrobial 
Peptides

split, croatia

August IcmRBs 2010: 24th Intl conf magn Reson. Biol. 
systems 

cairns, Qld

november 34th Australian society for Biophysics meeting Adelaide, sA

Assoc Prof trevor smith January 6th Asian conference on ultrafast Phenomena taipei, taiwan

April RAcI Biophysical chemistry Workshop Adelaide, sA

october super-Resolution optical microscopy Workshop melbourne, VIc

november Asian Photochemistry symposium Wellington, new 
Zealand

Professor Peter taylor november supercomputing 2010 new orleans, 
united states

Assoc Prof Peter tregloan december 27th Australasian society for computers in learning in 
tertiary education conference – ascilite 2010

sydney, nsW

Professor Anthony Wedd June 10th european Biological Inorganic chemistry 
conference

thessaloniki, 
Greece

July 39th International conference on coordination chemistry 
Iccc39

Adelaide, sA

october 7th International copper meeting Alghero, Italy

november 5th Asian Biological Inorganic chemistry conference 
AsBIc5

Kaohsiung, 
taiwan

Assoc Prof Jonathan White July 5th heron conference on Reactive Intermediates and 
unusual molecules (heRon5)

heron Island, 
Qld

August World federation for nuclear medicine and Biology capetown, south 
Africa

dr uta Wille June euchem conference on free Radical chemistry Bologna, Italy

July 2010 RAcI national convention melbourne, VIc

november Austrlian health and medical Research congress melbourne,VIc

dr spencer Williams may Philanthropy and Research Australia health and medical 
Research forum

melbourne, VIc

August 25th International carbohydrate symposium tokyo, Japan

december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states

mr Alex Wu April faraday discussions 146 Virginia, united 
states

July 2010 RAcI national convention melbourne, VIc

dr Zhiguang Xiao november 5th Asian Biological Inorganic chemistry conference 
(AsBIc-5)

Kaohsiung, 
taiwan

Assoc Prof charles Young december 6th International chemical congress of Pacific Basin 
societies (Pacifichem) 2010

honolulu, united 
states
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oRGAnIc chemIstRY semInAR 
PRoGRAm 2010:

12 february 
prof. Ian paterson 
university of cambridge 
Recent Progress in the synthesis of 
Bioactive Polyketide natural Products

23 february 
dr rudi marquez 
university of Glasgow 
Adventures in natural Product synthesis 
and Biological chemistry

26 february 
prof William Skene 
university of montreal 
teaching an old dog new tricks: conjugated 
imines as functional materials

5 march 
dr pavel anzenbacher, jr 
Bowling Green state university 
Atto-liter Reactors and chemistry at a 
Zeptomol scale

12 march
prof larry overman 
univ. of california - Irvine 
molecular Rearrangements in the 
construction of complex molecules

22 march
prof dr martin oestreich 
Westfalische Wilhelms-universitat munster 
the silicon side of Asymmetric catalysis

29 march
prof peter Seeberger 
max Plank Institute 
microreactors for organic synthesis

9 april
dr gino dilabio 
national Research council of canada 
linear organic nanostructure on silicon 
surfaces: fabrication, Properties and 
some Kinetic Insights

23 april
prof terry lybrand 
Vanderbilt university 
molecular modelling studies of G protein-
coupled receptors: Possible applications 
for drug design

11 june
dr dirk Sartor 
siegfried Actives 
cardiolynx- from explosives to drugs

18 june
dr paul Wyatt 
university of Bristol 
teaching Innovations - using technology to 
enrich the tradition

9 july
dr tobias bender 
Rizzacasa group 
Binding site determination of V-AtPase 
Inhibitors by Photoaffinity labeling

16 july
dr catrin goeschen 
Wille group 
Photoswitchable Proton transfer based 
on 2-(2,4-dinitrobenzyl)pyridine and its 
derivatives

23 july
prof laren m. tolbert 
Georgia tech 
outside the beta-barrel: GfP 
chromophores as protein sensors

23 july
prof rainer herges 
university of Kiel 
design and synthesis of molecules with 
machine-like functions

26 july
prof Steven clark 
university of Glasgow 
new strategies for the construction of 
marine Polyether natural Products and their 
Application to the synthesis of ctX3X and 
the Gambieric Acids

28 july
Shinn dee yeoh 
White group 
Application of structural correlation 
principles to Wagner-meerwein 
rearrangement of nopinol and Beckmann 
rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime 
derivatives

30 july
prof.neil greenham 
university of cambridge 
charge separation and recombination in 
polymer solar cells

2 august
vivien (mengxin) yin 
holmes group 
completion seminar synthesis and 
Biological Applications of Phospholipid-
Based chemical Probes

6 august
asimo karnezis 
White group 
completion seminar Gas and solution 
phase studies of silyl and germyl 
substituted pyridinium ions

13 august
mui ling khoo 
Rizzacasa group 
completion seminar total synthesis of 
episilvestrol and silvestrol and a bioactive 
analogue

27 august
david tso 
White group 
completion seminar mining for stable _-silyl 
carbenium ions

3 September
Shea fern lim 
White group 
completion seminar the nature of 
neighboring group participation by 
chalcogen substituents

10 September
dr erik Strandberg 
university of Karlsruhe 
orientation of membrane-bound peptides 
studied by solid-state nmR: the influence 
of the hydrophobic membrane core

13 September
Wyvette Wee 
White group 
completion seminar synthesis of novel 
Radioprotectors derived from hoechst 
33342

17 September
Samantha Wimala 
Rizzacasa group 
completion seminar studies towards the 
synthesis of the spirangiens

8 october
dr tilman lechel 
Rizzacasa group 
new syntheses of five- and six- 
membered heteroaromatics via highly 
substituted enamides

15 october
dr belinda abbott 
latrobe university 
from PI3K and Pdes to PdK1 and PnAs

22 october
harvey li 
Wille group 
completion seminar Adventures with 
peroxyl radicals as precursors for 
_-oxo carbenes and related reactive 
intermediates

29 october
corin Storkey 
schiesser group 
completion seminar the synthesis of 
selenium containing carbohydrates and 
their biological application

5 november
dr chris burns 
WehI 
discovery of new drugs for cancer

12 november
jean-jacques youtes 
WehI 
cancer and natural Products

coordinator: dr george khairallah
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march 2 
prof mattias driess 
technical university of Berlin 
oxygen Activation by nickel? lessons from 
nickel superoxides and Related systems

march 9 
prof richard o’hair 
university of melbourne 
synthesis and Reactivity of 
organometallics via decarboxylation:  
history and Recent Progress

march 16 
dr Wei Shen 
monash university 
Printing of Paper-Based, low-cost 
and Portable microfluidic devices for 
Biochemical and environmental Analysis

march 23 
prof alan bond 
monash university  
exploitation of the Rich electrochemistry 
and  Photochemistry of Polyoxometalate 
Anions

march 30 
prof Scott mcIndoe 
university of Victoria, canada  
mass spectrometry-led catalyst discovery

april 6 
easter break 
april 20 
dr phil andrews 
monash university 
exploring the structural diversity and 
Biological Activity of metal-organic 
Bismuth compounds

april 27 
ms youngsoo cho  
university of melbourne 
Gold Production from sulfide minerals

mr. Steven russell 
university of melbourne 
mass spectrometric Analysis of 
coordination complexes

may 4 
dr Zhiguang xiao 
university of melbourne  
the challenges of determining metal-
Protein Affinities

may 11 
dr Scott Watkins 
csIRo mol. health tech.  
Photo-electron spectroscopy in Air (PesA) 
- understanding interfaces and energy 
levels

may 18 
dr conor hogan 
la trobe university 
electrochemiluminescence and opto-
electrochemical sensing of Iridium, 
Ruthenium and Platinum complexes

july 27 
Iccc 39 conference adelaide 
august 3 
prof annie powell 
university of Karlsruhe, Germany  
new Ways forward in coordination 
chemistry

august 10 
dr hadi lioe 
university of melbourne  
mass spectrometry studies of protein and 
peptide complexes

august 17 
prof john enemark 
university of Arizona, us  
determination of the structures of the mo(V) 
centers of sulfite oxidizing enzymes using 
pulsed ePR spectroscopy of “difficult” 
nuclei

august 24 
mr brett paterson 
university of melbourne  
transition metal complexes of 
Bis(thiosemicarbazones): Applications for 
Imaging and therapy

august 31 
mr chak ming Sze 
university of melbourne  
mass spectrometry studies of metallo-
proteins containing copper, Zinc and 
Platinum

Sept. 7 
ms laura mccormick 
university of melbourne 
discrete and Infinite supramolecular 
systems

Sept. 14 
dr lyndal jensen 
university of minnesota, us  
unravelling the Reactivity of the heme 
enzyme mau by X-ray crystallography and 
spectroscopy 
oct. 5 
mr chak ming Sze 
university of melbourne  
mass spectrometry studies of metallo-
proteins containing copper, Zinc and 
Platinum

oct. 12 
mr david hayne 
university of melbourne 
Biomineralization: new synthetic strategies 
and materials inspired by nature

dr christine Schieber 
university of melbourne 
cobalt complexes that can regulate 
a protein that protects neurons after 
traumatic injury

dec. 7 
prof andreas grohmann 
technical university of Berlin 
superpodal ligands: Reactivity 
enhancement, surface modification, and 
Information storage

InoRGAnIc And AnAlYtIcAl chemIstRY 
semInAR PRoGRAm 2010:
coordinator: professor tony Wedd
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tuesday, feb. 9, 2010
prof Suzanne giasson 
department of chemistry and faculty of 
Pharmacy, université de montréal 
“static and dynamic surface properties of 
polymer-bearing substrates”

thurs, feb. 18, 2010
mr adam brotchie 
school of chemistry, university of 
melbourne 
Phd swansong: “Acoustic cavitation in 
dual-frequency sound fields”

thurs, march 11, 2010
a/prof matthew paige 
school of chemistry, university of 
saskatchewan, canada 
“ultrasensitive microscopy and 
spectroscopy of chemical systems”

thurs, may 6, 2010
prof frances Separovic 
school of chemistry, university of 
melbourne 
“Breaking through the barrier: membrane 
interactions of antimicrobial and amyloid 
peptides”

thurs, may 13, 2010
ms Zubaidah ningsih 
school of chemistry, university of 
melbourne

m.Phil. completion seminar  
“the Interaction Kinetics of A melittin 
derivative With Phospholipid membranes”

thurs, may 20, 2010
dr jeff davis 
swinburne university of technology 
“two-colour, multi-dimensional 
spectroscopy of semiconductor 
nanostructures and light harvesting 
molecules and complexes”

thurs, may 27, 2010
dr ben boyd 
faculty of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical 
sciences, drug delivery, disposition 
and dynamics, monash Institute of 
Pharmaceutical sciences, monash 
university 
“manipulating structure in self assembled 
materials for drug delivery applications”

tuesday, june 1, 2010
dr terry frankcombe 
Research school of chemistry, Australian 
national university 
“Interstellar ammonia: multi-faceted theory 
and modelling of a deuterium scrounge”

thurs, june 17, 2010
ms jenny Zuo 
school of chemistry, university of 
melbourne

Phd completion seminar: “ultrasound 
treatment of starch-based systems: from 
high-frequency low-power to low-frequency 
high-power and from starch granule to 
starch molecules”

friday, june 18, 2010
a/prof anita jones 
school of chemistry, university of 
edinburgh 
“fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy 
of microfluidic systems: quantitative 
mapping of temperature with sub-degree 
resolution” 

thurs, july 15, 2010
prof luis m. liz-marzán 
departamento de Química física, 
universidade de Vigo, spain 
“self-Assembly and directed Assembly of 
Gold nanoparticles”

tues, aug 3, 2010
prof michael bowker 
Wolfson nanoscience lab and cardiff 
catalysis Institute, school of chemistry 
cardiff university 
“Adventures in catalytic nanospace: 
“seeing” the active site by atom-resolved 
stm”

thurs, aug. 12, 2010
prof neil greenham  
cavendish laboratory, cambridge 
university 
“charge transport and memory effects in 
films of Zno nanoparticles”

thurs, Sept. 2, 2010
dr orde munro 
school of chemistry, university of  
KwaZulu-natal 
“new ideas and applications for some 
chelates of co(III) and Au(III)”

thurs, oct. 7, 2010
ms lisa Smith 
school of chemistry, university of 
melbourne 
Phd completion seminar: “fundamental 
studies toward the Production of 
high Quality doped semiconductor 
nanocrystals”

tuesday, nov. 9, 2010
dr jonathan hobley 
Institute of materials Research and 
engineering, singapore 
“time Resolved Imaging and spectroscopy 
in Biological and Photochemically Activated 
systems”

thurs, nov. 18, 2010
prof toshio Sakai 
International Young Researchers 
empowerment center, department of 
chemical and material engineering, 
shinshu university, Japan 
“metal nanoparticle synthesis through 
Polymer Reduction and sonochemical 
Reduction in solutions”

Wed, nov 24, 2010
ms lauren palmer 
school of chemistry, university of 
melbourne 
Phd completion seminar: the effects 
of Bubbly Alcohol: studies on the 
Wetting Behaviour of hydrophobic and 
superhydrophobic surfaces

mon. dec. 6, 2010 
mr christian potzner  
school of chemistry, university of 
melbourne 
Phd completion seminar: Band structure 
engineering in II-VI semiconductor core/
shell nanocrystals  

PhYsIcAl chemIstRY semInARs
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b1 - research book chapters

o’hair r.a.j. 2010. Gas Phase 
ligand fragmentation to unmask Reactive 
metallic species. Reactive Intermediates 
MS Investigations in Solution. Weinheim, 
Germany: Wiley-Vch, pp. 199-227.

Wille u. 2010. Intermolecular Radical 
Additions to Alkynes: cascade-type 
Radical cyclizations. Carbon-Centered 
Free Radicals and Radical Cations. 
hoboken, united states: John Wiley & 
sons, pp. 9-41.

c1 - journal articles refereed

abrahams b, elliott rWe, hudson 
t & robson r. 2010. A new class 
of easily Generated tcnQ(2-)-Based 
coordination Polymers. Crystal Growth & 
Design. 10 (7): 2860-2862.

abrahams b, fitzgerald n & 
robson r. 2010. A doughnut-like 
(mn-III)(12) metallocycle formed by a Rigid 
Angular Bis-catecholate with a nanometer-
sized central hole. Inorganic Chemistry. 49 
(13): 5953-5956.

abrahams b, fitzgerald n & 
robson r. 2010. cages with 
tetrahedron-like topology formed from 
the combination of cyclotricatechylene 
ligands with metal cations. Angewandte 
Chemie. 49 (16): 2896-2899.

abrahams b, grannas m, 
hudson t & robson r. 2010. A 
simple lithium(I) salt with a microporous 
structure and Its Gas sorption Properties. 
Angewandte Chemie - International Edition. 
49 (6): 1087-1089.

abrahams b, grannas m, 
mccormick l, robson r & 
thistlethwaite p. 2010. chiral and 
achiral linear coordination polymers from 
aldaric acids. CrystEngComm. 12 (10): 
2885-2895.

abrahams b, hudson t & robson 
r. 2010. A new Approach to dcnQI-
Based coordination Polymers via 
dcnQIh(2). Crystal Growth & Design. 10 
(4): 1468-1470.

amos rIj, Smith ja, yates bf 
& Schiesser ch. 2010. Acyl radical 
addition to benzene and related systems 
- a computational study. Tetrahedron. 66: 
7600-7604.

anandan, oh, yoon & 
ashokkumar m. 2010 
Photoluminescence properties of 
sonochemically synthesized gold 
nanoparticles for dnA biosensing. 
Spectrochimica Acta Part A - Molecular and 
Biomolecular Spectroscopy. 76: 191-196.

an, liang, liu, yang, Wang h. 
2010. nano-structures of de-branched 
potato starch obtained by Isoamylolysis. 
Journal of Food Science. 76 (1)n11-n14

arantes & taylor pr. 2010.
Approximate multiconfigurational treatment 
of spin-coupled metal complexes. Journal 
of Chemical Theory and Computation. 6: 
1981-1989.

ashokkumar m, bhaskaracharya 
r, kentish S, lee j, palmer  & 
Zisu. 2010. the ultrasonic Processing 
of dairy Products - An overview. Dairy 
Science & Technology. 90: 147-168.

ashokkumar m, lee, Iida, yasui, 
kozuka, tuziuti  & towata. 2010. 
spatial distribution of acoustic cavitation 
bubbles at different ultrasound frequencies. 
ChemPhysChem. 11: 1680-1684.

aurelio l, valant c, flynn 
bl, Sexton pm, White j, 
christopoulos a & Scammells pj. 
2010. effects of conformational restriction 
od 2-Amino-3-benzoylthiophenes on A1 
Adenosine Receptor modulation. Journal of 
Medicinal Chemistry. 53: 6550-6559.

bai S, nguyen t, mulvaney p & 
Wang d. 2010. using hydrogels to 
Accommodate hydrophobic nanoparticles 
in Aqueous media via solvent exchange. 
Advanced Materials. 22 (30): 3247-3250. 

barnett Zm, feketeova l & o’hair 
r.a.j. 2010. the major fragment ion 
of s-Adenosyl-l-methionine arises from 
a neighbouring group reaction. Rapid 
Communications in Mass Spectrometry. 24: 
1387-1391.

basu p, kail bW & young c. 2010. 
Influence of the oxygen Atom Acceptor on 
the Reaction coordinate and mechanism 
of oxygen Atom transfer from the dioxo-
mo(VI) complex, tpiPrmoo2(oPh), to 
tertiary Phosphines. Inorganic Chemistry. 
49: 4895-4900.

beattie d, rouf, gander, may W, 
ratkowsky, donner cdd, gill 
mg, grice I & tiralongo. 2010.
Antibacterial metabolites from Australian 
macrofungi from the genus cortinarius. 
Phytochemistry. 71: 948-955.

bell t, bhosale v, forsyth m, 
hayne d, ghiggino k, hutchison 
j, jani h, langford j, lee 
a-p & Woodward p. 2010. melt-
induced fluorescent signature in a 
simple naphthalenediimide. Chemical 
Communications. 46 (27): 4881-4883.

bernaudshaw n, doronila aI & 
ashokkumar m. 2010. sonochemical 
oxidation of arsenic(III) to arsenic(V) using 
potassium peroxydisulfate as an oxidizing 

agent. Water Research. 44: 3687-3695.

bernaudshaw n, kim, 
ashokkumar m, yamashita  & 
choi. 2010. Preparation and properties 
of visible light responsive tiZro4/Bi2o3 
photocatalysts for 4-chlorophenol 
decomposition. Journal of Hazardous 
Materials. 182: 557-562.

best Sp & cheah mh. 2010. 
Applications of X-Ray Absorption 
spectroscopy to Biologically-Relevant 
metal-Based chemistry. Radiation Physics 
and Chemistry. 79 (2): 185-194.

blackman, rutledge, tesic, Saliba 
& Scollary grS. 2010. examination 
of the potential for using chemical analysis 
as a surrogate for sensory analysis. 
Analytica Chimica Acta. 660 (1-2): 2-7.

boland m, hatty r, Separovic f, 
hill a, tew d, barnham k, haigh 
c, james, masters c & collins S. 
2010. Anionic Phospholipid Interactions of 
the Prion Protein n terminus Are minimally 
Perturbing and not driven solely by the 
octapeptide Repeat domain. Journal of 
Biological Chemistry. 285: 32282-32292.

bonggotgetsakul n, ashokkumar 
m, cattrall rW & kolev Sd. 2010. 
the use of sonication to increase extraction 
rate in polymer inclusion membranes. An 
application to the extraction of gold(III). 
Journal of Membrane Science. 365: 242-
247.

brasholz m, johnson b, 
macdonald jm, polyzos a, 
tsanaktsidis jm, Saubern S, 
holmes a & ryan jh. 2010. flow 
synthesis of tricyclic spiropiperidines as 
Building Blocks for the histrionicotoxin 
family of Alkaloids. tetrahedron. 66 :  
6445-6449.

brasholz m, macdonald j, 
Saubern S, ryan j & holmes a. 
2010. A Gram-scale Batch and flow 
total synthesis of Perhydrohistrionicotoxin. 
Chemistry - A European Journal. 16 (37): 
11471-11480.

brotchie a, grieser f & 
ashokkumar m. 2010.
characterization of acoustic cavitation 
bubbles in different sound fields. Journal 
of Physical Chemistry B. 114 (34): 11010-
11016.

brotchie a, Statham t, Zhou 
m, devendra l, grieser f & 
ashokkumar m. 2010. Acoustic 
bubble size, coalescence, and 
sonochemical activity in aqueous 
electrolyte solutions saturated with different 
gases. Langmuir. 26 (15): 12690-12695.

PuBlIcAtIons
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buncic g, donnelly p, paterson 
bm, White j, Zimmermann m, 
xiao Z & Wedd a. 2010. A Water-
soluble Bis(thiosemicarbazone) ligand. A 
sensitive Probe and metal Buffer for Zinc. 
Inorganic Chemistry. 49: 3071-3073. 

burrell g, burgar m, gong, 
dunlop n & Separovic f. 2010. 
nmR Relaxation and self-diffusion study 
at high and low magnetic fields of Ionic 
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